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ACTS, RULES REGULATIONS INSTRUCTIONS, MANUALS AND RECORDS HELD BY THE DEPARTMENT OR UNDER ITS CONTROL OR USED BY ITS EMPLOYEES FOR DISCHARGING ITS FUNCTIONS

Following Rules and Regulations are used by the Department employees for discharging their functions

1. Part I- General Rules
2. Part II- TA Rules
3. Part III-Central Civil Services TA Rules
4. Dearness Allowance, Dearness Relief & ex-gratia to CPF beneficiaries
5. Part IV- HRA and CCA
6. Swamy's Pension Compilation incorporating CCS (Pension) Rules
7. Swamy's Compilation of CCS (Commutation of Pension) Rules
8. Swamy"s CCS (Extraordinary) Pension Rules
9. Swamy's compilation on Central Government Employees Group Insurance Scheme
10. Swamy's compilation of Staff Car Rules
11. Swamy's compilation of Medical Attendance Rules
12. Swamy's compilation of CCS(CCA) Rules
13. Swamy's compilation of Conduct Rules
14. Swamy's compilation of General Provident Funds Rules
15. Swamy's compilation of Leave Travel Concession Rules
16. Swamy's compilation of Children's Education Assistance
19. Swamy's compilation of House Building Advance Rules
20. Swamy's compilation of Suspension & Reinstatement
21. Swamy's compilation of Overtime Allowance Rules
22. Swamy's CCS (Temporary Service) Rules, 1965
23. Swamy's compilation of New Pension Scheme

For the functions allocated to this Department the following guidelines for the various programmes are followed:
25. Guidelines on Rural Water Supply Programme (ARWSP)
26. Guidelines on Swajaldhara Programme
27. Guidelines on Research & Development (R&D)
28. Guidelines on Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC)
29. Executive Guidelines for Implementation of Water Quality Testing Laboratories
30. Operational Manual for Water Quality Testing Laboratories
31. CCDU Guidelines
32. Support to Key Resources Centre 2004
33. Guidelines for implementation of Schemes and Projects on Sustainability under ARVVSP and PMGY — Rural Drinking Water